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We have systematically investigated the mass spectrum and rearrangement decay properties of the
exotic tetraquark states with four different flavors using a color-magnetic interaction model. Their
masses are estimated by assuming that the X(4140) is a csc¯s¯ tetraquark state and their decay widths
are obtained by assuming that the Hamiltonian for decay is a constant. According to the adopted
method, we find that the most stable states are probably the isoscalar bsu¯d¯ and csu¯d¯ with JP = 0+
and 1+. The width for most unstable tetraquarks is about tens of MeVs, but that for unstable cus¯d¯
and csu¯d¯ can be around 100 MeV. For the X(5568), our method cannot give consistent mass and
width if it is a bus¯d¯ tetraquark state. For the I(JP ) = 0(0+), 0(1+) double-heavy Tbc = bcu¯d¯ states,
their widths can be several MeVs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since 2003, heavy quark exotic XYZ or Pc states have been observed in almost every year [1–4]. It is impossible to
assign all of them as conventional mesons or baryons in the traditional quark model. Their observation is consistent
with the fact that QCD does not prohibit the existence of multiquark hadrons. To understand the natures of the
exotic states, a large number of theoretical studies in the literature were performed, which include discussions about
the hadron structures (molecules, compact multiquarks, kinematic effects, or other nonresonant interpretations),
investigations on the production and decay properties, and developments of research methods [5–17].
In these exotic states, the X(5568) claimed by the D0 Collaboration [18, 19] is special in that it is a b¯sud¯ or
b¯sdu¯ meson with valence quarks of four different flavors. Unfortunately, its existence was not confirmed by latter
experimental analyses from LHCb [20], CMS [21], CDF [22], and ATLAS [23]. On the theoretical side, various
discussions [24–62] had tried to understand the nature of X(5568). Most of investigations could not give a natural
explanation for its low mass. Its production is also difficult to understand [55]. However, the nonconfirmation of
X(5568) does not exclude the existence of b¯sud¯ or b¯sdu¯ tetraquark and its partner states. In this article, we are going
to explore systematically the spectrum and decay properties of tetraquark mesons with four different flavors. There
are totally nine systems we may consider, bcs¯n¯, bsc¯n¯, bnc¯s¯, buc¯d¯ or bdc¯u¯, bus¯d¯ or bds¯u¯, cus¯d¯ or cds¯u¯, bcu¯d¯, bsu¯d¯, and
csu¯d¯, where n = u or d. All of them are heavy quark states. Recent studies of such systems within various approaches
can be found in the literature [63–73]. One may also consult Refs. [7, 10, 16] for more investigations.
Previously in Ref. [48], we presented a study of the spectra of qqq¯Q¯ (Q = c, b, q = u, d, s) systems in the color-
magnetic interaction (CMI) model. One may find the concepts and methods of the model in Ref. [74] where the
heavy-light diquark was pioneeringly adopted in understanding the tetraquark nature of the X(3872). From our
calculation with the CMI model [48], it was found that the X(5568) can be assigned as a tetraquark state if small
quark masses are adopted. A number of its stable partner tetraquarks may also exist. However, the conclusion based
on the original form of model Hamiltonian is sensitive to the quark masses and thus different conclusions may be
reached. From the following studies of various systems within the same model [69, 72, 75–80], the multiquark masses
estimated with the quark masses mn ≈ 362 MeV (n = u, d), ms ≈ 540 MeV, mc ≈ 1725 MeV, and mb ≈ 5053
MeV can be treated as upper limits. These values are extracted from the masses of the lowest-lying conventional
hadrons. A more reasonable multiquark mass seems to be close to that determined with a related hadron-hadron
channel whose threshold can give higher multiquark masses. For example, the masses of the recently observed Pc
states can be reproduced with this estimation method [81, 82]. The present study will include an updated analysis
on the spectra of some qqq¯Q¯ systems. Then one may get a deeper understanding of the X(5568) state.
Besides the spectroscopy, the decay properties of hadrons are also important in understanding their internal struc-
tures. For the decays of multiquark states, the rearrangement mechanism plays a significant role. In Ref. [82],
we tried to understand the decay properties of the newly observed Pc(4312), Pc(4440), and Pc(4457) by the LHCb
Collaboration [81] with a very simple model Hdecay = const. We found surprisingly that it works in the uudcc¯ case.
Here we also discuss the possible rearrangement decays of the tetraquarks with four different flavors and explore what
happens if we use the same method although the model is very crude. The decay properties of four-quark states
studied with interpolating currents through Fierz rearrangement can be found in Refs. [83, 84].
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the formalism to study the spectrum and decay widths
in the CMI model. Then in Sec. III, the selection of parameters and numerical results for various systems will be
shown. The last section gives some discussions and the summary of the present work.
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2II. FORMULATION
In the CMI model, we first consider the mass splittings of the S-wave tetraquark states by using the color-spin
interaction term of the one-gluon-exchange potential and then we estimate the tetraquark masses by adding effective
quark masses. One does not need to solve the bound state problem in the model since the contributions from the
spacial part of the total wave function have been encoded in the effective parameters. In this section, what we need
is to construct the flavor-spin-color wavefunction bases, diagonalize the CMI Hamiltonian, and choose appropriate
estimation method for tetraquark masses. A simple decay model is also presented.
A. Wave functions
In this study, we do not consider the isospin breaking effects and the nine systems we will consider are defined as
F1−9 = bcs¯n¯, bsc¯n¯, bnc¯s¯, buc¯d¯, bcu¯d¯, bus¯d¯, bsu¯d¯, cus¯d¯, csu¯d¯. (1)
Note that the states containing two n’s have two isospin possibilities, I = 1 and I = 0. For example, the flavor wave
function of F5 is (|bcu¯d¯〉 + |bcd¯u¯〉)/
√
2 if I = 1 while it is (|bcu¯d¯〉 − |bcd¯u¯〉)/√2 if I = 0. For the spin⊗color wave
functions, we define
J = 0 : B1 = [(q1q2)
0
6(q¯3q¯4)
0
6¯]
0
1, B2 = [(q1q2)
1
6(q¯3q¯4)
1
6¯]
0
1, B3 = [(q1q2)
0
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
0
3]
0
1, B4 = [(q1q2)
1
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
1
3]
0
1,
J = 1 : B5 = [(q1q2)
1
6(q¯3q¯4)
0
6¯]
1
1, B6 = [(q1q2)
0
6(q¯3q¯4)
1
6¯]
1
1, B7 = [(q1q2)
1
6(q¯3q¯4)
1
6¯]
1
1,
B8 = [(q1q2)
1
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
0
3]
1
1, B9 = [(q1q2)
0
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
1
3]
1
1, B10 = [(q1q2)
1
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
1
3]
1
1,
J = 2 : B11 = [(q1q2)
1
6(q¯3q¯4)
1
6¯]
2
1, B12 = [(q1q2)
1
3¯(q¯3q¯4)
1
3]
2
1. (2)
Here, the superscripts (subscripts) represent the spins (color representations) of the quark-quark state, the antiquark-
antiquark state, and the tetraquark state. The mixing effects between states with the same total spin will be consid-
ered.
When combining the flavor, color, and spin wave functions, one needs to include the constraints from the Pauli
principle for the F5 = bcu¯d¯, F7 = bsu¯d¯, and F9 = csu¯d¯ cases, but not for other cases. We tabulate the needed
spin⊗color base states for F5, F7, and F9 in various (I, J) combinations in Table I.
TABLE I: Needed spin⊗color base states for F5 = bcu¯d¯, F7 = bsu¯d¯, and F9 = csu¯d¯ in various (I, J) combinations.
J = 0 J = 1 J = 2
I = 1 B1, B4 B5, B9, B10 B12
I = 0 B2, B3 B6, B7, B8 B11
B. Color-magnetic interaction and mass estimation
With the constructed wave functions, the mass splittings between states with different spins for a given system can
be calculated by using the CMI Hamiltonian,
ĤCMI = −
∑
i<j
Cij(~σi · ~σj)(λ˜i · λ˜j). (3)
Here, Cij is the effective coupling strength between the ith and jth quark components, ~σi is the Pauli matrix acting
on the ith quark component, and λ˜i = λi (−λ∗i ) for quarks (antiquarks) with λ being the Gell-Mann matrix.
For the systems F1,2,3,4,6,8, the three 〈ĤCMI〉matrices corresponding to the total spin J = 2, 0, and 1 are respectively
[
2(5α−2τ)
3 −2
√
2ν
−2√2ν 4(2τ+α)3
]
J=2
,

4τ − 10ν√
3
0 2
√
6α
− 10ν√
3
− 4(τ+5α)3 2
√
6α 4
√
2ν
0 2
√
6α −8τ − 4ν√
3
2
√
6α 4
√
2ν − 4ν√
3
8(τ−α)
3

J=0
,
3
4(τ−2θ)
3
10ν
3
10
√
2β
3 0 −2
√
2α −4µ
10ν
3
4(2θ+τ)
3 − 10
√
2µ
3 −2
√
2α 0 4β
10
√
2β
3 − 10
√
2µ
3 − 2(2τ+5α)3 −4µ 4β 2
√
2ν
0 −2√2α −4µ 8(2θ−τ)3 4ν3 4
√
2β
3
−2√2α 0 4β 4ν3 − 8(2θ+τ)3 − 4
√
2µ
3
−4µ 4β 2√2ν 4
√
2β
3 − 4
√
2µ
3
4(2τ−α)
3

J=1
. (4)
Their respective base vectors are (B11, B12)
T , (B1, B2, B3, B4)
T , and (B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10)
T . Here, we have defined
several variables,
τ = C12 + C34, θ = C12 − C34,
α = C13 + C14 + C23 + C24,
β = C13 − C14 + C23 − C24,
µ = C13 + C14 − C23 − C24,
ν = C13 − C14 − C23 + C24. (5)
These matrices are the same as those given in Ref. [69] if one takes the same order of base states. For the remaining
three systems F5, F7, and F9, their CMI matrices can be read out from Eq. (4) by noting that the corresponding base
vectors (Table I) are B12, (B1, B4)
T , and (B5, B9, B10)
T for the case I = 1 and B11, (B2, B3)
T , and (B6, B7, B8)
T ,
for the case I = 0.
After diagonalizing the matrices, one gets the eigenvalues of the CMI Hamiltonians. If we use ECMI to denote an
eigenvalue, the tetraquark masses can be estimated with the mass formula
M =
∑
i=1
mi + ECMI , (6)
where the effective quark mass mi absorbs contributions from quark kinetic energy, color-electric interactions, and
color confinement. Since the parameters (mi, Cij) vary for different systems, the model cannot give accurate hadron
masses. Large uncertainty is mainly caused by the values of the effective quark masses. In the multiquark studies, to
reduce the uncertainty, one may use an alternative mass formula [16]
M = [Mref − (ECMI)ref ] + ECMI , (7)
where a reference system is introduced. The formula means that we are calculating the mass splitting between the
multiquark state and the reference system. It also means that the uncertainty of
∑
i=1mi in the considered state is
replaced by the uncertainty of
∑
i=1mi in the reference state. A natural choice of the reference system is a hadron-
hadron channel whose quark content is the same as the considered multiquark state. This leads to a question how to
select the channel. From our investigations [69, 72, 75–80, 82], it seems that a channel resulting in higher multiquark
masses is more appropriate. Based on this assumption, we further tried to use the X(4140) [85–90] as a reference
state in Ref. [69] by assuming it to be the lowest 1++ csc¯s¯ compact tetraquark [77, 91]. Then the uncertainty problem
in
∑
i=1mi becomes the uncertainty problem in mass differences between different quark flavors, e.g. uncertainty in
∆sn = ms −mn. If we use ∆ij = mi −mj to represent the mass difference between two quarks of different flavors i
and j, the choice of ∆ij depends on the studied systems, which actually implies the fact that the effective quark mass
may be affected by the quark environment. Explicitly, the formula we will adopt in the present study is
M = [MX(4140) − (ECMI)X(4140)] +
∑
ij
nij∆ij + ECMI , (8)
where nij is an integer. In Ref. [69], the spectra of F2,3,4 = |bsc¯n¯〉, |bnc¯s¯〉, |bnc¯n¯〉 with this formula had been explored.
In this article, we extend the investigation to other systems. From our studies of various systems within the CMI
model [69, 72, 75–80], larger tetraquark masses are usually obtained with Eq. (6) than with other methods. We treat
them as upper limits of the tetraquark masses, Mupper. For comparison, we will also give their values in the present
work.
4C. Rearrangement decays
In each system, one may finally obtain the tetraquark wave functions and corresponding eigenvalues with the above
CMI matrices. For each state, its spin⊗color wave function can be written as
ΨJ=0 = x1B1 + x2B2 + x3B3 + x4B4,
ΨJ=1 = x1B5 + x2B6 + x3B7 + x4B8 + c5B9 + x6B10,
ΨJ=2 = x1B11 + x2B12. (9)
The normalization condition requires
∑
i=1 |xi|2 = 1 for each tetraquark state. In Ref. [82], we used a simple model
in which the Hamiltonian for rearrangement decays is just taken as a constant to investigate the decay properties of
the uudcc¯ pentaquark states. It was found that the measured ratios between decay widths of Pc(4312), Pc(4440), and
Pc(4457) can be understood well. Here, we also preliminarily investigate the decay properties of the tetraquarks within
this simple model. There are two types of rearrangement decays for tetraquark states, q1q2q¯3q¯4 → (q1q¯3)1c + (q2q¯4)1c
and q1q2q¯3q¯4 → (q1q¯4)1c + (q2q¯3)1c . The final state meson-meson wave function will be recoupled to the combination
of the B1−12 bases. In doing so, we use the formulas
(q1q¯3)1c(q2q¯4)1c =
√
6
3
(q1q2)6c(q¯3q¯4)6¯c −
1√
3
(q1q2)3¯c(q¯3q¯4)3c ,
(q1q¯4)1c(q2q¯3)1c =
√
6
3
(q1q2)6c(q¯3q¯4)6¯c +
1√
3
(q1q2)3¯c(q¯3q¯4)3c . (10)
Note that we construct the wave functions explicitly with the convention used in Refs. [92, 93] and the relative
signs are different from those in Refs. [94, 95]. The amplitude M = 〈inital|Hdecay|final〉 = α〈inital|final〉 is then
obtained and the two-body decay widths can be calculated with the standard formula. Note that each system has
its own constant value of α. If we use yi (i = 1, 2, ...) to denote the coefficients of tetraquark base states in the final
meson-meson state, one has
|M|2 = α2[
∑
i
(xiyi)]
2 ≡ α2|M˜|2. (11)
For convenience, we will call |M˜|2 coupling matrix element (CME) in the following discussions.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
TABLE II: Effective coupling parameters Cij ’s in units of MeV. The extracted effective quark masses are mn = 361.8 MeV,
ms = 542.4 MeV, mc = 1724.1 MeV, and mb = 5054.4 MeV.
Cij n s c b Cij¯ n¯ s¯ c¯ b¯
n 18.3 12.0 4.0 1.3 n 29.9 18.7 6.6 2.1
s 5.7 4.4 0.9 s 9.3 6.7 2.3
c 3.2 2.0 c 5.3 3.3
b 1.8 b 2.9
The coupling parameters Cij ’s and the effective quark masses are extracted from mass splittings of ground hadrons
[1]. One may consult Refs. [69, 76] for details about the extraction procedure and here we only list the values in Table
II. With such parameters and the mass of X(4140), 4146.5 MeV [90], we get MX(4140)− (ECMI)X(4140) = 4231.0 MeV
by using the CMI matrix in Ref. [77].
Similar to the strategy of Ref. [69], we show the extracted quark mass differences from various hadrons in Table
III. The results are given in three areas. The first four rows show the values determined in the meson case where one
quark is the spectator. The following fourteen rows list the values determined in the baryon case where two quarks
are spectators. The last six rows correspond to the case without quark spectator or with only one quark spectator in
baryons. We need to select the numerical values for the quark mass differences in the following estimations. First, we
focus on ∆bc. From Table III, the values determined with heavy quarkonia are smaller than those with other hadrons.
Notice that they will lead to smaller tetraquark masses, we choose to use ∆bc = 3340.2 MeV. Other values around 3.3
GeV do not induce significant different conclusions in the adopted method. This feature is consistent with the fact
5TABLE III: Quark mass differences (units: MeV) determined with various hadrons. Those from the extracted effective quark
masses are ∆bc=3330.3 MeV ∆cn= 1362.3 MeV, and ∆sn= 180.6 MeV.
Hadron Hadron ∆bc Hadron Hadron ∆cn Hadron Hadron ∆sn
B (B∗) D (D∗) 3340.2 (3340.1) D (D∗) pi (ρ, ω) 1356.4 (1357.6, 1350.2) K (K∗) pi (ρ, ω) 178.4 (178.1, 170.7)
Bs (B
∗
s ) Ds (D
∗
s ) 3328.2 (3326.7) Ds (D
∗
s ) K (K
∗) 1280.7 (1282.6) φ K∗ 175.9
Bc ηc 3259.0 ηc (J/ψ) D (D
∗) 1095.9 (1095.3) Ds (D∗s ) D (D
∗) 102.7 (103.1)
ηb Bc 3117.7 Bc B 1014.6 Bs (B
∗
s ) B (B
∗) 90.6 (89.7)
Λb Λc, Σc 3333.1, 3318.6 Λc N 1347.5 Λ N 176.8
Σb (Σ
∗
b) Σc (Σ
∗
c) 3331.1 (3329.9) Σc (Σ
∗
c) N (∆) 1362.1 (1362.4) Σ (Σ
∗) N (∆) 187.0 (186.2)
Σb Λc 3345.6 Ξ
′
c Λ 1328.8 Ξ Λ 169.0
Ξb Ξc, Ξ
′
c 3325.1, 3299.6 Ξ
′
c (Ξ
∗
c) Σ (Σ
∗) 1318.6 (1319.8) Ξ (Ξ∗) Σ (Σ∗) 158.7 (159.3)
Ξ′b (Ξ
∗
b) Ξ
′
c (Ξ
∗
c) 3323.9 (3323.2) Ξc Λ, Σ 1303.3, 1293.0 Ω Ξ
∗ 172.7
Ξ′b Ξc 3349.4 Ωc (Ω
∗
c) Ξ (Ξ
∗) 1295.9 (1273.0) Ξ′c Λc 158.0
Ωb Ωc 3313.6 Ξ
′
c (Ξ
∗
c) Σc (Σ
∗
c) 143.5 (143.5)
Ξc Λc, Σc 132.5, 118.0
Ωc Ξc 161.6
Ωc (Ω
∗
c) Ξ
′
c (Ξ
∗
c) 136.0 (135.7)
Ξ′b Λb 148.8
Ξ′b (Ξ
∗
b) Σb (Σ
∗
b) 136.3 (136.8)
Ξb Λb, Σb 124.5, 112.0
Ωb Ξb, Ξ
′
b 150.1, 125.7
ηb ηc 3188.4 ηc (J/ψ) pi (ρ, ω) 1226.1 (1226.4, 1222.7) φ ρ, ω 177.0, 173.3
Ξcc N 1287.2 Ξ (Ξ
∗) N (∆) 172.9 (184.3)
Ω ∆, Σ∗ 180.4, 177.5
Ωc Λc 147.0
Ωc (Ω
∗
c) Σc (Σ
∗
c) 139.8, 139.6
Ωb Λb, Σb 137.3, 121.0
that ∆bc should not be so different for values extracted from various systems according to the heavy quark symmetry.
Secondly, we concentrate on ∆cn. The determined values can be 1.0 GeV when a heavy quarkonium is involved. If one
checks the hadron mass differences between the calculated values in the CMI model and the experimental values (see
table 2 of Ref. [16]), one finds that the uncertainties in heavy quarkonia are larger than those in other hadrons. If we
adopt ∆cn ≈ 1.0 GeV, the purpose to reduce the mass uncertainties cannot be achieved. We here choose ∆cn = 1280.7
MeV which is about 80 MeV smaller than the original mc −mn in Table II. Thirdly, we choose to use ∆sn = 90.6
MeV which results in higher tetraquark masses. No other quark mass differences are needed, which will be seen in
the following discussions.
For a tetraquark state mixed with different color-spin structures, its internal two-body color-magnetic interactions
are affected by the remaining quark components. We may equivalently express its mass distance from the reference
mass scale with the coupling parameter Cij and the defined measure Kij [16, 76],
〈ĤCMI〉 =
∑
i<j
XijCij ,
ECMI =
∑
i<j
KijCij . (12)
The value of Kij can be calculated when diagonalizing the CMI matrix. From the sign of Kij , one can judge whether
the effective CMI between the ith and jth quark components is attractive (Kij < 0) or repulsive (Kij > 0). From the
amplitude of Kij , one can roughly understand how important the effect would be from the change of the corresponding
Cij . Their values will be explicitly given. For convenience, we will also call these Kij ’s K factors.
With the above parameters, one may derive numerical results for various systems. We collect the estimated
tetraquark masses and Kij ’s for effective CMI in Tables IV and V. For convenience, we also show the relative positions
of the tetraquark states and related thresholds in Fig. 1. In these tables and figure, we do not show the results for
F2 = bsc¯n¯, F3 = bnc¯s¯, and F4 = buc¯d¯ since they have been presented in Ref. [69]. Although the systems F1 = bcs¯n¯
and F5 = bcu¯d¯ have been discussed in Ref. [72] and the systems F6 = bus¯d¯, F7 = bsu¯d¯, F8 = cus¯d¯, and F9 = csu¯d¯
discussed in Ref. [48], the updated estimation method may result in different properties. We will discuss details about
these results system by system.
6The rearrangement decay widths for the considered F1 − F9 systems are listed in Tables VI, VII, and VIII. Since
α in the decay Hamiltonian may be different for each system, without knowing its value, one may only estimate the
relative decay ratios for those states with the same α. If we know the value of α, all the partial decay widths for
the considered states may be estimated. For this purpose, we assume that the total width equals to the sum of the
partial decay widths for the rearrangement channels, i.e. Γtotal ≈ Γsum, and that the parameter extracted from the
LHCb decay width of X(4140), ΓX(4140) = 83
+30
−25 MeV [90], can be applied to other tetraquark systems. In Table
IX, the results for the rearrangement decay widths of the csc¯s¯ states are shown. Before the extraction of α, we need
to understand whether these results are acceptable. From Table IX, ΓX(4274) is around 14.3/15.7 × 83 = 76 MeV
when one treats it as a csc¯s¯ tetraquark state [77]. This value is slightly larger than the measured ΓX(4274) = 56
+14
−16
MeV [90]. Note that the adopted mass of X(4274) (4309.4 MeV) is larger than the LHCb result (4273.3 MeV). If
one adopts its measured mass, we get ΓX(4274) ≈ 13.1/15.7 ∗ 83 = 69 MeV. This width is now consistent with the
measured one and thus the assumptions we adopt are acceptable. However, our results in Table IX cannot explain
the ratio between the widths of X(4140) and X(4274) from Ref. [1] where ΓX(4274) > ΓX(4140). The experimental
information about the widths is further needed to understand the nature of these two exotic states. In the present
study, we use the LHCb data. With the assumption Γsum = Γtotal = 83 MeV for X(4140), one gets α = 7.27 GeV, a
number not far from that in the hidden-charm pentaquark case [82]. The following discussions about the predictions
on the tetraquark widths depend on this number. If there is a 0++ csc¯s¯ state around 4350 MeV, from Table IX, its
width may be comparable to that of X(4274).
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FIG. 1: Mass spectrum for the considered tetraquark states.
A. Systems composed of b, c, s, and n quarks
In this case, we have three systems, F1 = bcs¯n¯, F2 = |bsc¯n¯〉, and F3 = |bnc¯s¯〉. The mass formula for them reads
M = [MX(4140) − (ECMI)X(4140)] + ∆bc −∆sn + ECMI . (13)
The F1 states are partners of the predicted Tcc = ccu¯d¯ tetraquark. They were considered previously in Ref. [72]
with the same CMI model. The F2 and F3 states considered in Ref. [69] are partners of the csc¯s¯ tetraquarks. Now,
with the present mass formula, the mass splittings between all these involved states are determined by the color-spin
7TABLE IV: Numerical results for F1 = bcs¯n¯, F6 = bus¯d¯, and F8 = cus¯d¯ in units of MeV: CMI eigenvalues (ECMI), upper limits
for tetraquark masses (Mupper), tetraquark masses estimated with relevant thresholds and with the scale related to X(4140),
and K factors for effective CMI.
F1 = bcs¯n¯
JP ECMI Mupper BsD DsB¯ X(4140) Kbc Kbs¯ Kbn¯ Kcs¯ Kcn¯ Kns
2+ 61.0 7744 7438 7450 7542 2.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 2.7
40.3 7723 7417 7429 7521 -1.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3 -1.3
1+ 88.1 7771 7465 7477 7569 -2.7 1.0 0.8 3.5 3.5 3.6
30.6 7713 7407 7419 7511 -1.1 -2.5 -4.6 1.9 0.6 2.6
21.9 7705 7398 7411 7502 3.4 -1.2 0.7 2.4 3.6 -2.0
-43.5 7639 7333 7345 7437 -2.7 2.1 -0.1 -4.1 -7.5 2.8
-48.2 7635 7328 7340 7432 0.2 -6.9 -4.4 0.1 3.3 -3.8
-150.3 7532 7226 7238 7330 1.5 2.7 2.8 -8.5 -8.2 -4.6
0+ 115.9 7799 7492 7505 7596 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6
-36.8 7646 7340 7352 7444 -5.1 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.1 -5.1
-69.6 7613 7307 7319 7411 3.1 -6.4 -6.4 -6.4 -6.4 3.1
-212.0 7471 7165 7177 7269 -4.2 -8.7 -8.6 -8.6 -8.7 -4.2
F6 = bus¯d¯
JP ECMI Mupper Bspi B¯K X(4140) Kbn Kbs¯ Kbn¯ Kns¯ Knn¯ Kns
2+ 174.2 6495 6194 6282 6374 -0.6 5.2 0.8 0.8 5.2 -0.6
90.9 6411 6111 6199 6291 1.9 -0.5 3.9 3.9 -0.5 1.9
1+ 222.1 6543 6242 6330 6422 -1.9 0.9 -0.9 3.1 4.2 3.3
144.6 6465 6165 6252 6344 2.1 -7.4 1.2 1.1 4.9 -0.8
69.6 6390 6090 6178 6269 -2.4 -0.9 -1.7 3.1 0.3 1.0
38.3 6359 6058 6146 6238 1.1 -2.5 -8.1 2.9 2.0 -4.7
-237.0 6083 5783 5871 5963 -1.0 0.6 3.6 -11.2 -2.0 2.1
-502.6 5818 5518 5605 5697 0.7 4.7 1.2 -3.8 -14.0 -2.3
0+ 247.5 6568 6268 6355 6447 3.4 4.1 3.3 3.3 4.1 3.4
53.0 6373 6073 6161 6253 -5.9 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.5 -5.9
-270.3 6050 5750 5838 5930 2.3 -2.3 -10.9 -10.9 -2.3 2.3
-560.3 5760 5460 5548 5640 -2.4 -13.7 -4.2 -4.2 -13.7 -2.4
F8 = cus¯d¯
JP ECMI Mupper Dspi DK X(4140) Kcn Kcs¯ Kcn¯ Kns¯ Knn¯ Kns
2+ 198.9 3189 2891 2967 3059 -0.7 5.1 1.0 1.0 5.1 -0.7
111.3 3101 2803 2879 2971 2.0 -0.4 3.7 3.7 -0.4 2.0
1+ 222.5 3213 2914 2990 3082 -2.7 3.0 -0.2 2.4 4.5 3.0
145.1 3135 2837 2913 3005 3.2 -2.1 3.8 3.0 3.1 -2.3
43.0 3033 2735 2811 2903 -1.6 -6.2 -1.0 1.2 1.9 1.4
-22.0 2968 2670 2746 2838 0.8 -4.3 -11.4 3.4 1.8 -3.3
-223.8 2766 2468 2544 2636 -1.7 0.1 3.1 -11.2 -1.8 2.0
-475.1 2515 2217 2293 2385 0.5 4.8 1.0 -3.5 -14.2 -2.2
0+ 290.0 3280 2982 3058 3150 3.5 4.1 3.4 3.4 4.1 3.5
59.0 3049 2751 2827 2919 -6.0 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.6 -6.0
-322.8 2667 2369 2445 2537 2.5 -2.7 -10.4 -10.4 -2.7 2.5
-646.5 2344 2046 2121 2213 -2.6 -13.2 -4.8 -4.8 -13.2 -2.6
interactions. Once an exotic tetraquark containing b, c, s, and n quarks could be observed, one may use such a state
to correct the tetraquark masses obtained here.
Compared with the F1 results using the BsD threshold (adopted in Ref. [72]), the updated masses are 100 MeV
higher, but are still 200 MeV lower than the theoretical upper limits. If the present results are more realistic, the
lowest 0+ and 1+ states without strong decays in Ref. [72] are not stable any longer. Here “realistic” means that the
masses are closer to the measured ones by future experiments. From the values of Kij ’s, the mass splittings are not
affected significantly by the uncertainties of the coupling parameters. We have argued in Ref. [69] that states with
negative Kqq and positive Kqq¯ are probably relatively stable. One will see that parts of them satisfy this feature.
From table VI, the F1, F2, and F3 states have comparable widths. If we adopt α = 7.27 MeV, the widths of
these states are about 10 ∼ 33 MeV. If such tetraquarks do exist, one may conclude that all of them are measurable
according to the present model calculation. We now examine the decay properties of states in each system.
8TABLE V: Numerical results for F5 = bcu¯d¯, F7 = bsu¯d¯, and F9 = csu¯d¯ in units of MeV: CMI eigenvalues (ECMI), upper limits
for tetraquark masses (Mupper), tetraquark masses estimated with relevant thresholds and with the scale related to X(4140),
and K factors for effective CMI.
F5 = bcu¯d¯
I(JP ) ECMI Mupper DB¯ X(4140) Kbc Kbn¯ Kcn¯ Knn I(J
P ) ECMI Mupper DB¯ X(4140) Kbc Kbn¯ Kcn¯ Knn
1(2+) 77.4 7579 7363 7467 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 0(2+) 30.9 7533 7317 7421 -1.3 6.7 6.7 -1.3
1(1+) 110.2 7612 7396 7500 -2.5 1.5 7.0 3.6 0(1+) 10.5 7513 7296 7400 3.4 -2.9 6.1 -1.7
47.9 7550 7334 7438 -1.4 -6.9 2.4 2.7 -70.2 7432 7216 7320 -0.0 -8.1 1.0 -3.2
-24.0 7478 7262 7366 -2.8 2.7 -12.1 3.1 -182.7 7319 7103 7207 2.0 4.3 -13.7 -5.8
1(0+) 137.4 7639 7423 7527 3.6 7.4 7.4 3.6 0(0+) -67.0 7435 7219 7323 -4.3 2.3 2.3 -4.3
-48.3 7454 7238 7342 3.1 -12.7 -12.7 3.1 -238.6 7263 7047 7151 -5.0 -15.6 -15.6 -5.0
F7 = bsu¯d¯
I(JP ) ECMI Mupper B¯K¯ X(4140) Kbs Kbn¯ Kns¯ Knn I(J
P ) ECMI Mupper B¯K¯ X(4140) Kbs Kbn¯ Kns¯ Knn
1(2+) 106.7 6427 6215 6307 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 0(2+) 113.1 6433 6221 6313 -1.3 6.7 6.7 -1.3
1(1+) 200.6 6521 6308 6400 -2.1 -0.0 7.4 3.5 0(1+) 84.9 6405 6193 6285 2.9 -5.5 6.6 -1.6
83.5 6404 6191 6283 -3.2 -6.6 2.7 2.7 -23.7 6297 6084 6176 1.3 -7.2 4.9 -5.5
-174.7 6146 5933 6025 -1.4 4.0 -12.8 3.1 -390.3 5930 5718 5810 1.2 6.0 -18.1 -3.6
1(0+) 223.5 6544 6331 6423 3.5 7.5 7.5 3.5 0(0+) -11.2 6309 6097 6189 -5.8 4.8 4.8 -5.8
-206.4 6114 5902 5993 3.1 -12.8 -12.8 3.1 -445.3 5875 5663 5755 -3.5 -18.2 -18.2 -3.5
F9 = csu¯d¯
I(JP ) ECMI Mupper DK¯ X(4140) Kcs Kcn¯ Kns¯ Knn I(J
P ) ECMI Mupper DK¯ X(4140) Kcs Kcn¯ Kns¯ Knn
1(2+) 128.0 3118 2896 2988 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 0(2+) 138.4 3128 2906 2998 -1.3 6.7 6.7 -1.3
1(1+) 197.9 3188 2966 3058 -3.1 2.7 6.9 3.5 0(1+) 94.1 3084 2862 2954 3.5 2.7 6.0 -2.8
42.4 3033 2810 2902 -0.9 -8.0 2.7 2.7 -75.4 2915 2692 2784 0.7 -15.4 5.5 -4.3
-166.3 2824 2601 2693 -2.6 2.7 -12.3 3.1 -359.1 2631 2409 2501 1.1 6.0 -18.1 -3.6
1(0+) 269.5 3260 3037 3129 3.5 7.5 7.5 3.5 0(0+) -9.8 2980 2758 2850 -5.8 4.8 4.8 -5.8
-253.1 2737 2515 2607 3.1 -12.8 -12.8 3.1 -539.4 2451 2228 2320 -3.5 -18.2 -18.2 -3.5
1. F1 = bcs¯n¯ states
The lowest bcs¯n¯ tetraquark is a scalar state and it has two rearrangement decay channels B¯0sD and B¯D
+
s with
almost equal coupling matrix elements and partial widths. The second lowest 0+ bcs¯n¯ shares the same channels with
the lowest one. Although the coupling matrix elements for decay are smaller than those of the lowest tetraquark,
the larger phase spaces lead to larger partial widths. The second highest 0+ bcs¯n¯ has four rearrangement channels
with comparable partial widths. The couplings with the channels B¯0sD and B¯D
+
s are weak but the large phase spaces
ensure nonvanishing partial widths. Although the phase spaces for B¯∗0s D
∗ and B¯∗D∗+s are small, the large coupling
matrix elements for decay result in similar widths to the channels B¯0sD and B¯D
+
s . For the highest 0
+ bcs¯n¯, the
stronger couplings with B¯∗0s D
∗ and B¯∗D∗+s and the larger phase spaces for these two channels give the largest width.
In Ref. [69], we have found that the second highest 0+ QqQ¯q¯ tetraquark usually has a relatively stable structure based
on the signs of Kij ’s. Now, the second highest state of these four bcs¯n¯ tetraqurks is the narrowest one (∼ 10 MeV).
From Table IV, Kbc and Kns for this state are both negative while Kbs¯, Kbn¯, Kcs¯, and Kcn¯ are all positive, which
indicates that this tetraquark tends to be a (qq)(q¯q¯) but not (qq¯)(qq¯) structure. Therefore, the narrow rearrangement
decay width is consistent with the argument from Kij for this state.
There are six JP = 1+ bcs¯n¯ states. The lowest 1+ has similar rearrangement decay property to the lowest scalar
state: two channels with almost equal coupling matrix elements and comparable widths. The second and third lowest
states are almost degenerate, but their dominant coupling channels are different. The former mainly couples to B¯0sD
∗
and B¯D∗+s while the latter to B¯
∗0
s D and B¯
∗D+s . These channels have important contributions to the decay widths.
For the second lowest state, the contribution from the channel B¯∗D+s is also significant, although the coupling matrix
element is not so large. The third and second highest states are also almost degenerate. Main contributions to the
decay width of the third highest state are from the B¯∗0s D
∗ and B¯∗D∗+s channels as well as the B¯
0
sD
∗ channel while
those to the second highest state are the B¯0sD
∗ and B¯D∗+s channels. As for the highest state around 7570 MeV, it
mainly decays into B¯∗0s D
∗ and B¯∗D∗+s . From the signs of Kij ’s, one cannot get a correct conclusion about the width.
From Table IV, only the highest 1+ state is probably stable, but the results in Table VI illustrate that the second
highest state is relatively stable.
The two 2+ states share the same rearrangement decay channels. The lower state has larger width than the higher
one does, which cannot be understood just from the signs of Kij ’s. The reason is that the mass difference between
the two states is not large but the lower state has stronger couplings with the two channels.
9TABLE VI: Rearrangement decays for F1 = bcs¯n¯, F2 = bsc¯n¯, and F3 = bnc¯s¯. The numbers in the parentheses are (100|M|2/α2,
107Γ/α2). The symbol “−” means that the decay is forbidden. Decay channels from left to right are presented with increasing
thresholds.
F1 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ B¯∗0s D
∗ B¯∗D∗+s
7542 (34.6,1.4) (32.1,1.3) 2.7
7521 (65.4,2.5) (67.9,2.4) 4.9
JP = 1+ B¯∗0s D B¯
∗D+s B¯
0
sD
∗ B¯D∗+s B¯
∗0
s D
∗ B¯∗D∗+s
7569 (0.6,0.0) (0.6,0.0) (8.8,0.5) (9.6,0.5) (46.7,2.1) (45.1,2.0) 5.2
7511 (1.6,0.1) (1.1,0.1) (22.2,1.0) (35.0,1.5) (1.3,0.0) (6.9,0.2) 2.9
7502 (1.2,0.1) (1.9,0.1) (24.6,1.1) (13.2,0.5) (44.4,1.5) (40.4,1.3) 4.6
7437 (45.9,2.2) (31.1,1.5) (0.4,0.0) (9.9,0.3) (0.0,0.0) (1.5,0.0) 3.9
7432 (1.6,0.1) (14.2,0.7) (44.0,1.3) (32.1,0.8) (7.4,0.1) (5.9,−) 2.9
7330 (49.2,1.3) (51.1,1.2) (0.1,−) (0.1,−) (0.2,−) (0.2,−) 2.6
JP = 0+ B¯0sD B¯D
+
s B¯
∗0
s D
∗ B¯∗D∗+s
7596 (0.3,0.0) (0.3,0.0) (55.8,2.8) (55.5,2.7) 5.5
7444 (5.7,0.3) (6.4,0.3) (41.7,0.7) (41.5,0.4) 1.8
7411 (41.3,2.1) (41.5,2.1) (2.4,−) (2.9,−) 4.2
7269 (52.8,1.2) (51.8,1.0) (0.0,−) (0.0,−) 2.2
F2 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ B∗−c K¯
∗ B¯∗D∗−s
7599 (99.3,5.5) (17.1,0.8) 6.3
7513 (0.7,0.0) (82.9,2.8) 2.9
JP = 1+ B∗−c K¯ B
−
c K¯
∗ B∗−c K¯
∗ B¯∗D−s B¯D
∗−
s B¯
∗D∗−s
7604 (0.0,0.0) (0.8,0.1) (91.9,5.1) (1.6,0.1) (9.3,0.5) (5.3,0.3) 6.1
7552 (0.1,0.0) (44.7,2.6) (6.4,0.3) (0.8,0.1) (0.0,0.0) (60.7,2.5) 5.5
7510 (0.2,0.0) (49.3,2.7) (0.8,0.0) (1.9,0.1) (0.2,0.0) (25.7,0.9) 3.7
7482 (0.0,0.0) (4.5,0.2) (0.5,0.0) (3.9,0.2) (83.6,3.1) (3.3,0.1) 3.7
7392 (2.2,0.1) (0.7,0.0) (0.5,0.0) (82.7,3.2) (4.6,0.0) (2.0,−) 3.4
7194 (97.6,4.9) (0.0,0.0) (0.0,−) (9.0,−) (2.3,−) (3.0,−) 4.9
JP = 0+ B−c K¯ B
∗−
c K¯
∗ B¯D−s B¯
∗D∗−s
7620 (0.0,0.0) (79.1,4.5) (0.8,0.1) (30.0,1.5) 6.1
7527 (0.2,0.0) (19.5,1.0) (4.9,0.3) (60.7,2.2) 3.5
7355 (3.3,0.2) (1.4,0.0) (83.5,3.4) (4.6,−) 3.7
7120 (96.6,4.9) (0.0,−) (10.8,−) (4.8,−) 4.9
F3 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ B∗−c K
∗ B¯∗0s D¯
∗
7598 (99.5,5.5) (16.0,0.8) 6.3
7515 (0.5,0.0) (84.0,3.1) 3.1
JP = 1+ B∗−c K B
−
c K
∗ B∗−c K
∗ B¯∗0s D¯ B¯
0
sD¯
∗ B¯∗0s D¯
∗
7603 (0.0,0.0) (0.9,0.1) (91.9,5.1) (1.8,0.1) (9.3,0.5) (5.3,0.3) 6.1
7553 (0.1,0.0) (45.5,2.6) (6.5,0.3) (0.9,0.1) (0.0,0.0) (59.6,2.6) 5.6
7509 (0.2,0.0) (47.4,2.6) (0.7,0.0) (1.8,0.1) (0.0,0.0) (27.2,1.0) 3.7
7479 (0.1,0.0) (5.6,0.3) (0.5,0.0) (4.9,0.3) (82.7,3.3) (3.0,0.1) 3.9
7394 (2.1,0.1) (0.7,0.0) (0.4,0.0) (81.6,3.3) (5.5,0.1) (1.9,−) 3.6
7194 (97.6,4.9) (0.0,0.0) (0.0,−) (9.0,−) (2.4,−) (2.9,−) 4.9
JP = 0+ B−c K B¯
0
sD¯ B
∗−
c K
∗ B¯∗0s D¯
∗
7622 (0.0,0.0) (0.8,0.1) (77.5,4.4) (31.8,1.7) 6.2
7523 (0.2,0.0) (5.4,0.3) (21.3,1.1) (58.7,2.2) 3.7
7354 (3.7,0.2) (82.3,3.5) (1.3,0.0) (4.9,−) 3.8
7119 (96.1,4.8) (11.5,−) (0.0,−) (4.6,−) 4.8
2. F2 = bsc¯n¯ and F3 = bnc¯s¯ states
For the four 0+ bsc¯n¯ states, each state has a dominant decay channel. The second highest one is relatively stable,
which is consistent with the argument with Kij ’s [69]. For the three lowest 1
+ states and the highest 1+ state, each
one has a dominant decay channel. The second highest 1+ bsc¯n¯ gets contributions mainly from B¯∗D∗−s and B
−
c K¯
∗.
The third highest state has the dominant decay channel B−c K¯
∗, but the decay into B¯∗D∗−s is also significant. One
cannot understand the relatively stable nature of the second lowest state just from Kij ’s. The broad width for the
lowest 1+ state is due to the strong coupling with the B∗−c K¯ channel and the large phase space. For the two 2
+ bsc¯n¯
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TABLE VII: Rearrangement decays for isovector F4 = buc¯d¯, F6 = bus¯d¯, and F8 = cus¯d¯. The numbers in the parentheses
are (100|M|2/α2, 107Γ/α2·MeV). The symbol “−” means that the decay is forbidden. Decay channels from left to right are
presented with increasing thresholds.
F4 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ B∗−c ρ
+ B¯∗0D¯∗0
7567 (99.8,6.0) (13.9,0.8) 6.8
7415 (0.2,0.0) (86.1,3.1) 3.1
JP = 1+ B∗−c pi
+ B−c ρ
+ B∗−c ρ
+ B¯∗0D¯0 B¯0D¯∗0 B¯∗0D¯∗0
7570 (0.0,0.0) (0.4,0.0) (96.8,5.9) (2.5,0.2) (8.4,0.5) (1.7,0.1) 6.7
7509 (0.0,0.0) (80.3,5.0) (1.6,0.1) (0.0,0.0) (0.1,0.0) (31.1,1.6) 6.7
7448 (0.0,0.0) (18.9,1.1) (1.3,0.1) (6.9,0.4) (10.4,0.5) (46.7,2.0) 4.1
7388 (0.1,0.0) (0.2,0.0) (0.1,0.0) (3.2,0.2) (72.1,2.9) (14.0,0.4) 3.5
7296 (0.6,0.0) (0.3,0.0) (0.2,0.0) (81.8,3.3) (6.4,0.1) (2.6,−) 3.4
6926 (99.3,4.5) (0.0,−) (0.0,−) (5.6,−) (2.6,−) (3.9,−) 4.5
JP = 0+ B−c pi
+ B∗−c ρ
+ B¯0D¯0 B¯∗0D¯∗0
7584 (0.0,0.0) (87.8,5.4) (1.6,0.1) (20.6,1.2) 6.7
7459 (0.1,0.0) (11.5,0.6) (7.3,0.5) (67.3,2.9) 4.1
7258 (1.2,0.1) (0.7,0.0) (84.2,3.6) (6.2,−) 3.7
6854 (98.8,4.5) (0.0,−) (6.8,−) (5.9,−) 4.5
F6 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ B¯∗0s ρ
+ B¯∗0K∗+
6374 (97.0,4.9) (24.1,1.2) 6.1
6291 (3.0,0.1) (75.9,2.6) 2.7
JP = 1+ B¯∗0s pi
+ B¯∗0K+ B¯0sρ
+ B¯0K∗+ B¯∗0s ρ
+ B¯∗0K∗+
6422 (0.0,0.0) (0.4,0.0) (12.1,0.8) (13.6,0.8) (55.9,3.2) (27.7,1.5) 6.4
6344 (0.0,0.0) (0.2,0.0) (57.2,3.1) (6.4,0.3) (32.0,1.5) (23.9,1.1) 6.0
6269 (0.2,0.0) (0.3,0.0) (13.5,0.6) (23.6,0.9) (0.6,0.0) (37.5,1.1) 2.6
6238 (0.3,0.0) (3.1,0.2) (16.2,0.6) (53.4,1.7) (10.2,0.3) (6.9,0.1) 3.0
5963 (12.4,0.7) (72.4,3.1) (1.0,−) (2.0,−) (1.2,−) (2.4,−) 3.8
5697 (87.0,2.6) (23.7,−) (0.0,−) (1.1,−) (0.0,−) (1.6,−) 2.6
JP = 0+ B¯0spi
+ B¯0K+ B¯∗0s ρ
+ B¯∗0K∗+
6447 (0.0,0.0) (0.3,0.0) (65.1,3.9) (44.6,2.6) 6.6
6253 (0.6,0.1) (3.4,0.3) (32.6,1.0) (48.8,1.1) 2.4
5930 (14.1,0.8) (70.5,3.2) (2.3,−) (4.2,−) 4.0
5640 (85.2,2.4) (25.8,−) (0.1,−) (2.5,−) 2.4
F8 states Channels Γsum
JP = 2+ D∗+s ρ
+ D∗+K∗+
3059 (95.8,18.5) (27.0,5.2) 23.6
2971 (4.2,0.6) (73.0,9.7) 10.3
JP = 1+ D∗+s pi
+ D∗+K+ D+s ρ
+ D+K∗+ D∗+s ρ
+ D∗+K∗+
3082 (0.0,0.0) (0.8,0.3) (4.5,1.2) (9.3,2.5) (71.4,14.5) (22.2,4.5) 23.0
3005 (0.3,0.1) (1.3,0.4) (22.8,5.6) (1.3,0.3) (26.5,4.3) (62.1,9.9) 20.7
2903 (0.7,0.2) (0.0,0.0) (44.6,9.1) (12.0,2.4) (0.0,0.0) (12.7,0.1) 11.8
2838 (0.0,0.0) (3.2,0.9) (26.4,4.3) (71.3,10.9) (1.3,−) (0.1,−) 16.0
2636 (10.5,2.7) (72.9,14.1) (1.8,−) (4.4,−) (0.8,−) (1.5,−) 16.8
2385 (88.4,13.7) (21.8,−) (0.0,−) (1.7,−) (0.0,−) (1.4,−) 13.7
JP = 0+ D+s pi
+ D+K+ D∗+s ρ
+ D∗+K∗+
3150 (0.0,0.0) (0.2,0.1) (63.4,14.5) (46.2,10.6) 25.2
2919 (0.7,0.3) (3.1,1.1) (34.0,3.0) (47.5,3.2) 7.5
2537 (17.1,5.2) (67.2,16.1) (2.5,−) (4.1,−) 21.3
2213 (82.1,12.7) (29.4,−) (0.1,−) (2.1,−) 12.7
tetraquarks, the order of decay width is nothing special. The higher state is broader although the cn and bs diquarks
have slightly attractive color-magnetic interactions.
In the bnc¯s¯ case, the features of decay widths and spectrum are similar to the bsc¯n¯ case.
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TABLE VIII: Rearrangement decays for F5 = bcu¯d¯, F7 = bsu¯d¯, and F9 = csu¯d¯. The numbers in the parentheses are
(100|M|2/α2, 107Γ/α2·MeV). The symbol “−” means that the decay is forbidden. Note that the widths for B¯(∗)D(∗) in-
clude results for both B(∗)−D(∗)+ and B¯(∗)0D(∗)0 channels, the widths for B¯(∗)K¯(∗) include results for both B(∗)−K¯(∗)0 and
B¯(∗)0K(∗)− channels, and the widths for D(∗)K¯(∗) include results for both D(∗)0K¯(∗)0 and D(∗)+K(∗)− channels. Decay channels
from left to right are presented with increasing thresholds.
F5 states Channels Γsum F5 states Channels Γsum
I(JP ) = 1(2+) B¯∗D∗ I(JP ) = 0(2+) B¯∗D∗
7467 (33.3,3.0) 3.0 7421 (66.7,4.9) 4.9
I(JP ) = 1(1+) B¯∗D B¯D∗ B¯∗D∗ I(JP ) = 0(1+) B¯∗D B¯D∗ B¯∗D∗
7500 (0.8,0.1) (10.3,1.2) (45.6,4.6) 5.8 7401 (1.5,0.2) (24.9,2.1) (38.6,2.5) 4.8
7438 (1.2,0.1) (28.2,2.7) (4.1,0.3) 3.2 7320 (15.3,1.4) (32.1,1.4) (9.8,−) 2.8
7366 (39.6,4.1) (3.2,0.2) (0.3,0.0) 4.3 7207 (41.5,1.3) (1.4,−) (1.6,−) 1.3
I(JP ) = 1(0+) B¯D B¯∗D∗ I(JP ) = 0(0+) B¯D B¯∗D∗
7527 (0.4,0.1) (56.2,6.0) 6.1 7323 (11.2,1.2) (40.6,−) 1.2
7342 (41.2,4.5) (2.2,0.1) 4.6 7151 (47.1,0.8) (1.0,−) 0.8
F7 states Channels Γsum F7 states Channels Γsum
I(JP ) = 1(2+) B¯∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(2+) B¯∗K¯∗
6307 (33.3,2.5) 2.5 6313 (66.7,5.2) 5.2
I(JP ) = 1(1+) B¯∗K¯ B¯K¯∗ B¯∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(1+) B¯∗K¯ B¯K¯∗ B¯∗K¯∗
6400 (0.2,0.0) (12.9,1.5) (42.0,4.5) 6.0 6285 (0.2,0.0) (31.4,2.7) (33.8,2.2) 4.9
6283 (0.0,0.0) (27.3,2.3) (6.3,0.4) 2.7 6176 (2.9,0.4) (26.8,0.4) (16.1,−) 0.8
6025 (41.4,4.2) (1.5,−) (1.7,−) 4.2 5810 (55.2,−) (0.1,−) (0.1,−) 0.0
I(JP ) = 1(0+) B¯K¯ B¯∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(0+) B¯K¯ B¯∗K¯∗
6423 (0.2,0.0) (55.1,6.2) 6.2 6189 (2.8,0.4) (41.4,−) 0.4
5994 (41.5,4.4) (3.2,−) 4.4 5755 (55.5,−) (0.2,−) 0.0
F9 states Channels Γsum F9 states Channels Γsum
I(JP ) = 1(2+) D∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(2+) D∗K¯∗
2988 (33.3,9.8) 9.8 2998 (66.7,20.6) 20.6
I(JP ) = 1(1+) D∗K¯ DK¯∗ D∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(1+) D∗K¯ DK¯∗ D∗K¯∗
3058 (0.4,0.2) (7.1,3.8) (46.8,17.9) 21.9 2954 (1.3,0.8) (10.6,4.8) (47.6,11.0) 16.6
2902 (1.1,0.7) (30.6,12.2) (2.3,−) 12.8 2784 (1.8,1.0) (47.6,8.2) (2.4,−) 9.2
2693 (40.2,18.1) (4.0,−) (0.9,−) 18.1 2501 (55.2,−) (0.1,−) (0.1,−) 0.0
I(JP ) = 1(0+) DK¯ D∗K¯∗ I(JP ) = 0(0+) DK¯ D∗K¯∗
3129 (0.2,0.1) (55.1,24.5) 24.6 2850 (2.7,1.9) (41.4,−) 1.9
2607 (41.5,22.8) (3.2,−) 22.8 2320 (55.6,−) (0.3,−) 0.0
TABLE IX: Rearrangement decays for csc¯s¯ states. The numbers in the parentheses are (100|M|2/α2, 107Γ/α2·MeV). The
symbol “−” means that the decay is forbidden. Decay channels from left to right are presented with increasing thresholds.
States Channels Γsum
JPC = 2++ J/ψφ D∗+s D
∗−
s
4313.2 (80.6,9.7) (51.1,4.8) 14.5
4291.2 (19.4,2.2) (48.9,4.0) 6.2
JPC = 1++ DsD
∗
s J/ψφ
4309.4 (8.0,2.4) (99.7,11.9) 14.3
4146.5 (92.0,15.7) (0.3,0.0) 15.7
JPC = 1+− ηcφ DsD∗s D
∗+
s D
∗−
s
4304.8 (7.8,1.2) (0.2,0.1) (98.1,8.7) 10.0
4222.3 (35.4,4.7) (24.6,5.9) (1.2,−) 10.6
4164.7 (56.6,6.6) (46.8,8.9) (0.1,−) 15.5
4095.7 (0.3,0.0) (28.4,2.4) (0.6,−) 2.4
JPC = 0++ D+s D
−
s J/ψφ D
∗+
s D
∗−
s
4366.9 (0.1,0.0) (56.7,7.6) (53.1,6.1) 13.7
4248.0 (2.2,0.4) (39.7,4.0) (42.4,2.1) 6.5
4079.7 (48.0,6.1) (3.2,−) (3.7,−) 6.1
3944.4 (49.7,1.6) (0.4,−) (0.8,−) 1.6
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B. Systems composed of b, c, u, and d quarks
Because of the isospin symmetry, there are two systems in this case, F4 = buc¯d¯ and F5 = bcu¯d¯. The mass formula
we use is
M = [MX(4140) − (ECMI)X(4140)] + ∆bc − 2∆sn + ECMI . (14)
We have studied the spectrum for the F4 states in Ref. [69] and do not repeat the results here. For the F5 tetraquarks,
they are also partner states of Tcc and their masses with Eq. (7) were estimated in Ref. [72]. Here, with the updated
method, we get 100 MeV higher results (still more than 100 MeV lower than the theoretical upper limits), which
makes the previously stable lowest 0+ and 1+ states decay. Compared with the result in Ref. [96] where the lowest
bcu¯d¯ is slightly below the B¯D threshold, the corresponding state in the present method is slightly above the threshold.
If the present CMI model is correct, the F4 and F5 spectra can be related and the observation of one state can be
used to predict other states. The effects due to the uncertainties of coupling parameters Cij ’s on the mass splittings
can be understood from the values of Kij ’s in Table XI of Ref. [69] and Table V.
Now we move on to the decay properties of the F4 states. Since we are interested in tetraquarks with four different
flavors, it is not necessary to consider the isoscalar case and we only give results in Table VII for the isovector decay
channels. The feature for the four 0+ buc¯d¯ is similar to the F2 = bsc¯n¯ case where each state has a dominant decay
channel. Different from the expectation from Kij ’s that the second highest state is relatively stable, the second lowest
one has a smaller width. The reason is that the state couples mainly to a channel with smaller phase space. For the
six 1+ buc¯d¯ tetraquarks and the two 2+ states, one also finds similar features to the F2 = bsc¯n¯ case.
There are two possible isospins for the F5 = bcu¯d¯ states. Because of the Pauli principle, the two isospin cases have
different decay properties which can be seen from Table VIII. The isovector tetraquarks are generally broader than
the isoscalar states. The lowest I = 1 and I = 0 0+ bcu¯d¯ states both decay dominantly to the B¯D channels (note B¯D
means both B−D+ and B¯0D0). The smaller phase space for the I = 0 state decides its small width (∼ 5 MeV with
α = 7.27 GeV). The width of the I = 1 state is also not very large, although it is about 200 MeV heavier than the
I = 0 state. The higher I = 1 0+ tetraquark mainly decays to the B¯∗D∗ channels. The coupling of the higher I = 1
0+ state with these channels is also strong, but the decay is kinematically forbidden. The dominant decay channels
for the I = 1 and I = 0 1+ bcu¯d¯ tetraquarks are manifest from Table VIII. For the 2+ tetraquarks, the width of the
isoscalar state is larger than the isovector state, although the former state is lighter. This is because of the stronger
coupling matrix element. We cannot judge the stability just from the signs of Kij ’s, although several states satisfy
the condition Kqq < 0,Kqq¯ > 0. If we use α = 7.27 GeV, the largest decay width for the F5 states is around 35 MeV.
Therefore, these possible tetraquark states can be detectable if they do exist. Of course, whether the value of α is
reasonable for the double-heavy tetraquarks needs further studies.
C. Systems composed of b, s, u, and d quarks
Replacing the c quark in F4 and F5 systems with the s quark, one gets the F6 = bus¯d¯ and F7 = bsu¯d¯ systems. Now
the mass formula reads
M = [MX(4140) − (ECMI)X(4140)] + ∆bc −∆cn −∆sn + ECMI . (15)
These systems can be generally denoted as bqq¯q¯ where q = u, d, s. The X(5568) is a F6 state. In Ref. [48], we
performed preliminarily a systematic study of the Qqqq¯ (Q = b, c) states with the CMI model. That study suffered
from a large uncertainty due to the quark mass choice and the SU(3) breaking effects. Here, we revisit the systems
with the updated scheme. In this subsection, we focus on the Q = b case.
1. F6 = bus¯d¯ states
The mass difference between the lowest and highest tetraquarks is more than 700 MeV. The reason is the system
contains three light quarks and the coupling parameters for light quarks are larger than those for heavy quarks.
Compared with the former systems, the estimated tetraquark masses of several states will get stronger effects from
the uncertainties of coupling parameters, which can be understood from the K factors in Table IV. If the obtained
masses are realistic, all the bus¯d¯ tetraquarks have rearrangement channels.
The D0 X(5568) is related to the lowest 0+ or 1+ bus¯d¯ tetraquark state. Our lowest 0+ bus¯d¯ is about 70 MeV
higher than the X(5568) mass. It has only one rearrangement decay mode, B¯0spi
+, with Γ ∼15 MeV. The width is
roughly consistent with that of X(5568), Γ = 21.9+8.1−6.9 MeV, but one will get an inconsistent result (Γ ∼9 MeV) if we
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adjust the mass to 5568 MeV. The second lowest bus¯d¯ couples mainly to another mode B¯0K+. Its width is around
20 MeV. For the other two higher 0+ states, the dominant decay modes are both B¯∗0s ρ
+ and B¯∗0K∗+. Again, one
finds that the second highest scalar tetraquark has a relatively stable structure. This is consistent with the argument
from Kij ’s.
What the D0 Collaboration measured is probably also a state around 5616 MeV with JP = 1+. Our lowest 1+
bus¯d¯ with Γ ∼ 15 MeV is 80 MeV higher than the experimental result. If we set its mass to 5616 MeV, the width will
become a value around 9 MeV. We still cannot understand the experimental result. For the other 1+ states, the third
highest one is relatively stable, but one cannot use the K factors to judge its stability. The reason for the relatively
narrow width is that it decays mainly into channels having small phase spaces with weaker couplings. For the two 2+
states, each one has a dominant rearrangement channel. The higher state is not relatively stable although it satisfies
the condition Kqq < 0,Kqq¯ > 0.
2. F7 = bsu¯d¯ states
The spectrum has some similar features to the F5 = bcu¯d¯ case since the differences come only from the coupling
strengths. Compared with the bcu¯d¯ tetraquarks, the widths of the low-lying I = 0 bsu¯d¯ are smaller but those of other
states are similar.
In Ref. [65], a possible stable bsu¯d¯ tetraquark state was proposed by noticing the higher threshold for rearrangement
decay. The investigation with a chiral quark model in Ref. [68] indicates that no stable diquark-antidiquark bsu¯d¯
exists but a bound molecule-type state with I(JP ) = 0(0+) is possible. The weak decays of the stable bsu¯d¯ were
studied in Ref. [97]. Our lowest isoscalar 0+ and 1+ tetraquarks are both slightly below respective thresholds for
rearrangement decay channels and they are probably stable states. If their masses are underestimated, their widths
should not be larger than those of the corresponding I = 1 states (Γ ∼ 22 MeV). Therefore, the bsu¯d¯ exotic states
are worthwhile to search for.
D. Systems composed of c, s, u, and d quarks
The F8 = cus¯d¯ and F9 = csu¯d¯ systems are obtained with the replacement b → c for the F6 and F7 systems. The
mass formula in this case is
M = [MX(4140) − (ECMI)X(4140)]−∆cn −∆sn + ECMI . (16)
For the spectrum of F8 (F9), the features are similar to those of F6 (F7). However, the decay widths are larger than
the corresponding bottom cases. Since the coupling matrix elements have similar values, the difference in width is
because of the phase spaces.
In the F8 case, the rearrangement decay width of the lowest 0
+ cus¯d¯ is about 70 MeV if we use α = 7.27 GeV. The
narrowest tetraquark is the second highest 0+ state with Γ ∼ 40 MeV, which is consistent with the argument from
the K factors. For the highest and the second lowest 0+ tetraquarks, the widths are more than 110 MeV. For the
1+ states, the widths range from 62 MeV to 122 MeV. Those for the two 2+ states are 54 MeV and 125 MeV. These
values are all measurable if our results are realistic.
In the F9 case, the lowest 0
+ and 1+ tetraquarks are both states with narrow widths, decaying strongly with small
phase space or decaying weakly. The widths of the isovector tetraquarks (52∼130 MeV) are comparable to those of
the F8 states. For the isoscalar states, the higher 0
+ is not broad (Γ ∼ 10 MeV), but the other 1+ and 2+ states are
(Γ = 50 ∼ 100 MeV).
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
In studying the properties of the LHCb Pc states [82], we adopted the same CMI model as the present work. In
that case, the pentaquark masses estimated with meson-baryon thresholds are consistent with the measured data.
However, in the tetraquark case, the masses estimated with meson-meson thresholds may be underestimated, which
was illustrated in the csc¯s¯ system [77]. Thus, we can correct other tetraquark masses by assuming that the X(4140) is
a csc¯s¯ tetraquark. With the updated estimation method, the masses based on X(4140) are always larger than those
based on meson-meson thresholds and smaller than those according to Eq. (6). The results show that only several
states, e.g. lowest bsu¯d¯ and csu¯d¯, are probably stable. For most states, strong decays are allowed. It is necessary to
investigate their decay widths using appropriate models.
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Based on the decay properties of conventional hadrons, one expects several types of two-body strong decays for
tetraquarks: 1) rearrangement decays into meson-meson states, 2) baryon-antibaryon decay modes through the cre-
ation of a quark-antiquark pair, and 3) decays into lower four-quark states and conventional mesons with a created
quark-antiquark pair. Compared with the rearrangement decay patterns, others may be suppressed. In the present
study, we only concentrate on the dominant rearrangement decays with a simple model, i.e. Hdecay = α is a constant.
This model has been successfully used to explain the decay ratios for LHCb Pc states [82]. The present investigation
is also helpful for us to clarify the internal structures of the observed four-quark states through their partial decay
widths [98].
To get more information in understanding the nature of exotic states, one should combine the analyses from spectrum
and decay properties. For the X(5568) observed by the D0 Collaboration, its flavor structure corresponds to our 0+
or 1+ F6 = bus¯d¯ states. From the numerical results, one cannot understand its mass and decay width consistently in
the tetraquark picture. However, if a narrow bus¯d¯ state about 70 MeV higher were observed, its tetraquark nature
could be understood in the present model. On the other hand, the lowest 0+ and 1+ isoscalar F7 = bsu¯d¯ states may
be stable although their masses are higher than the lowest F6 state, because the number of decay patterns is reduced
for such states which are affected by the Pauli principle.
The lowest F9 = csu¯d¯ tetraquark states, similar to the F7 states are also possibly stable. For the F8 = cus¯d¯ states,
we only show results in the I = 1 case. In fact, the I = 0 states are degenerate with the I = 1 states in the present
model. According to our results, the lowest 0+ isoscalar tetraquark is below the D∗s0(2317) state. On the experimental
side, it is interesting to answer whether a lower exotic cs¯-like state exists or not in order to test the model. On the
theoretical side, it is worthwhile to investigate the nature of D∗s0(2317) further by considering contributions from both
two-quark and four-quark components. Similar studies of Ds1(2460) should also be performed.
Another system affected by the Pauli principle is F5 = bcu¯d¯. There are controversial results on the masses of the
lowest F5 states in the literature. The present method leads to unstable bcu¯d¯ tetraquarks. The lowest 0
+ and 1+
isoscalar states are slightly above the B¯D and B¯∗D thresholds, respectively. According to the mass difference, one
would have an unstable 1+ Tcc = ccu¯d¯ tetraquark and a stable 1
+ Tbb = bbu¯d¯ tetraquark. The predicted widths
(several MeVs or around 10 MeV) for the bcu¯d¯ states can be tested in future experiments.
Tetraquark states with four different flavors are certainly exotic. The exotic phenomenon is easy to be identified
at experiments. However, to distinguish the nature of the observed state, a compact tetraquark or a molecules, is
still difficult. Generally speaking, if a stable four-quark state is slightly below a relevant meson-meson threshold, a
molecular structure is preferred. If its mass is much lower, a compact tetraquark interpretation may be more natural.
To understand its nature further, more studies of decay properties are also essential. If the state does not have strong
decay channels, studies of weak decays will be helpful. If it has strong decays, the decay ratios will be helpful.
Another issue one may consider is the production of the tetraquark states. According to the investigation in
Ref. [55], the production mechanism of X(5568) at D0 is very strange if it really exists. Up to now, no confirmed
multiquark state has been observed in multiproduction processes. Probably this indicates that multiquark states are
difficult to produce in such processes [55, 99]. If this conclusion is correct, maybe one would not observe states studied
here in multiproduction processes. However, their production in decays of higher hadrons and in electron-positron
annihilation processes could be detectable. The lowest tetraquark states we study are those composed of c, s, u, and
d quarks. They can even be produced at BEPCII.
When discussing the stability of tetraquark states, we conjecture that a state is probably relatively stable if Kqq < 0
and Kqq¯ > 0. This actually needs further discussions because the rearrangement decay width is determined by the
coupling matrix element, the phase space, and the number of decay channels, while the K factors are just directly
related to the coupling matrix elements. Only when the K factors can be related to the total width, probably one
would get signals about stability. In effect, we find that the above criterion based on Kqq and Kqq¯ is not always
reasonable. The reason is that sometimes the rearrangement decays need modified K factors, not those in Eq. (12).
There is a related problem: is it possible to distinguish molecular structures from compact structures within the
CMI model once a four-quark state were observed in its strong decay modes? Notice that the model is based on the
hypothesis of the existence of compact multiquark states, resulting directly from the interquark confining forces. This
problem demands further analyses. We will consider the above aspects in later works.
To summarize briefly, in the present work, we discuss the spectrum and decay properties of the possible tetraquark
states with four different flavors in a color-magnetic interaction model. The tetraquark masses are obtained by esti-
mating the mass difference between the tetraquarks and the X(4140). It is found that most states have rearrangement
decays and only lowest J = 0, 1 isoscalar bsu¯d¯ and csu¯d¯ are probably stable. From the decay widths calculated with a
constant Hamiltonian, the studied tetraquarks should be detectable if they do exist. In particular, the widths of the
lowest I(JP ) = 0(0+, 1+) bcu¯d¯ tetraquarks are in the order of 10 in units of MeV. From the consistency between the
masses and widths of F6 = bus¯d¯ states, it is not natural to interpret the X(5568) as a tetraquark. One of the difficul-
ties encountered by the CMI model is the fact of nonuniversality of the constituent quark masses. When applying the
model in the present work, we use the modified mass formula with reference to the mass of X(4140). Although the
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adopted choice may be subject of discussion, hopefully, the obtained results are helpful for future studies of similar
systems.
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